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Abstract
Pointlike object features such as line-endings, have a privileged position in the computation of the veridical direction of object
motion. Experiments confirm that the human visual system relies heavily on such features if they are present. It has been proposed
that units such as end-stopped cells might be necessary for the computation of feature motion instead of the simple cells used in
plaid motion models. Conventional plaid motion models have not been applied to feature motion. We present here a model, based
on ordinary simple cells, using two parallel pathways (Fourier and non-Fourier) for the computation of the direction of two
dimensional motion. Although similar in structure to popular models of plaid motion, our model includes a novel scheme for
contrast normalisation and incorporates spatial pooling at the level of MT cells. The model predictions are consistent with
psychophysical results for plaids. Furthermore, it computes directions within 5° of the physical motion of line-endings. It is shown
that the non-Fourier signal is necessary for the computation of veridical motion. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Features such as line-endings (terminators), corners
or points appear to play a massively disproportionate
role in object motion perception. Examples include the
effect of the shape of the aperture on the ‘barber pole’
illusion (Wallach, 1935; Wuerger, Shapley & Rubin,
1996), the impact of terminators on sigmoidal lines
(Nakayama & Silverman, 1988), and the influence of
unambiguously translating dots on the ‘barber pole’
illusion (Shiffrar, Li & Lorenceau, 1995). Consequently,
it has been proposed that the visual system may rely on
such features if they are present (Wallach, 1935;
Hildreth, 1984; Nakayama & Silverman, 1988;
Lorenceau & Shiffrar, 1992; Grossberg & Mingolla,
1993).
The ability to determine the motion of such features
using conventional motion models is, however, unclear.
These models were inspired by a problem where, with-
out relying on features, the ambiguous signals of two
gratings were locally combined to determine the direc-
tion of rigid motion of the resultant plaid. Such theories
include intersection of constraints (IOC) calculations
(Adelson & Movshon, 1982) and two pathway combina-
tion models (Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992). These mod-
els use simple cells as input units for motion detection.
Surprisingly, none of the plaid motion models de-
scribed above have been applied to features that can, at
least theoretically, be measured locally without ambigu-
ity. Instead, it has been proposed (Shimojo, Silverman
& Nakayama, 1989; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1993;
Lorenceau, Shiffrar, Wells & Castet, 1993) that it might
be necessary for terminator motion models to incorpo-
rate specific discontinuity detectors such as end-stopped
cells (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Orban, 1991). As will be
subsequently discussed, motion models incorporating
end-stopping suffer from disadvantages, such as com-
plexity, compared with models using simple cells. Al-
though the disadvantages of end-stopping as
incorporated in motion models will be used to support
our simple cell model, it does not exclude the theoretical
possibility of end-stopping being involved in motion
processing.
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The aim of this paper is to establish a two-dimen-
sional motion model which can quantitatively account,
not only for the experimental data resulting from
plaids, but also for unambiguously translating termina-
tors. In particular, it will be shown that such a model
does not necessarily require end-stopped cells. The
model presented here will be based on the physiological
architecture and behaviour of neurons found in the
visual cortex as well as on psychophysical data.
2. The model
Our model follows the general form of the two
pathway model of Wilson, Ferrera & Yo (1992). How-
ever, our model, presented in Fig. 1, has several signifi-
cant differences which increase physiological
plausibility:
1. There are additional intrinsic contrast nonlinearities
following linear cell outputs in the two parallel
pathways, Fourier and non-Fourier.
2. The feedforward response nonlinearity after motion
computation in each pathway uses, as input, a sum
over differently orientationed ‘simple cells’.
3. Our MT component units explicitly sum, over spa-
tial position, the output from motion energy units in
each pathway.
2.1. Fourier pathway (motion of luminance boundaries)
2.1.1. Initial filtering (Fig. 1A)
The stimulus (Fig. 1B) is initially filtered (Wilson,
McFarlane & Phillips, 1983; Phillips & Wilson, 1984)
by a linear two-dimensional filter (the receptive field of
the model neuron) given by:
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a difference of three Gaussians in one direction (x) and
a single Gaussian envelope in the orthogonal direction
(y). The model incorporates 12 differently oriented
filters spaced by 15° increments at every spatial loca-
tion. For clarity, only a vertically oriented receptive
field is presented in the above equation. The constants
A, B, C, s1, s2, s3, sy have been derived by oblique
masking (Phillips & Wilson, 1984) and show good fits
for grating adaptation and for subthreshold summation
experiments. These filters also exhibit spatial frequency
and orientation bandwidths which match average single
unit results from primate visual cortex (DeValois, Yund
& Hepler, 1982).
The filter sensitivity (Fig. 1C) for any stimulus is
defined by the convolution of the receptive field with
the stimulus:
S(x, y)
& 

& 

RF(xx %, yy %)P(x %, y %)dx % dy %
(2)
where P(x, y) is the local contrast function of the
two-dimensional stimulus. In the model, the calculation
of filter sensitivity is not followed by a threshold func-
tion commonly used to avoid negative values. Rather,
negative values implicitly include parallel off-centre cell
processing. This is purely for mathematical convenience
and does not affect the physiological plausibility of the
model. It should be noted that, due to multiplication
carried out by motion detectors, off-channel correla-
tions will appear positive. Hence, motion detectors will
positively respond to an activation of either two on-
centre or two off-centre units. Due to a threshold
nonlinearity at that level, the motion detectors will not
respond to a combination of one on-centre and one
off-centre unit.
Both physiological recordings and psychophysical ex-
periments suggest a nonlinear dependence on contrast.
There are, however, several possible functions corre-
sponding to different interpretations of the data. A
sigmoidal function (hyperbolic ratio) originally applied
by Naka & Rushton (1966) has been used to provide an
accurate fit to the nonlinear responses inherent in the
neurons of the visual cortex of cats and monkeys
(Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Sclar, Maunsell & Lennie,
1990; Bonds, 1992). Psychophysical results suggest
somewhat different curves (power law functions) to
match the data from masking experiments (Wilson &
Gelb, 1984) and contrast increment thresholds (Wilson,
1980; Legge, 1981). Albrecht & Hamilton (1982) sug-
gested, when comparing their cell recordings with psy-
chophysical results, a nonlinear single-channel model
for human psychophysical performance reflecting an
average compressive physiological contrast response
function2. We therefore incorporate the following non-
linearity (Fig. 1D) proposed by Wilson & Gelb (1984)
to give the filter response:
R(S)sgn(S) ·
S 2k S 3o
k S 2
n
. (3)
S is the sensitivity of the linear filter (Eq. (2)) to the
given stimulus; k and o are constants and depend on the
spatial frequency selectivity of the filters. Because the
sensitivity is linear with respect to contrast, it is easily
seen that the response function has an accelerating
nonlinearity for low stimulus contrasts, an approxi-
2 Their alternative hypothesis was a linear multi-channel model in
which the performance would be represented by the summed activity
of many cells with different contrast response functions. However,
Davis, Kramer & Graham (1983) found that, while uncertainty about
spatial frequency or spatial position impaired performance, contrast
uncertainty did not impair performance. They concluded that multi-
channel models might be applied to spatial frequency but not to
contrast.
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Fig. 1. Proposed two-dimensional motion model. Two parallel pathways (Fourier and non-Fourier) extract the motion of luminance boundaries
and texture boundaries respectively. The convolution (C) of the stimulus (B) with differently oriented V1 simple cell filters (A) defines the filters’
sensitivity function. (For clarity, the figure shows only one orientation) A power-law (D) models the nonlinear simple cell contrast response
function. Subsequently, the signal is processed in parallel. The Fourier pathway : extracts motion using directionally tuned Reichardt detectors
(HF). The output is normalised (IF) by a feedforward divisive term which is calculated in terms of the sum over differently oriented V1 simple
cells responses. MT component cells (firing rates shown in KF) sum the outputs of motion units located at different spatial positions (omitted for
clarity) but tuned to the same direction of motion. The non-Fourier pathway : V1 simple cells’ responses are squared (E) and second stage filtered
(assumed to be carried out by cells in area V2) (F). These filters are tuned to a lower spatial frequency and oriented orthogonal to the initial filters
to extract texture boundaries. Power-law nonlinearity (G), texture boundary motion (HNF), feedforward normalisation (INF), and MT component
cell (KNF) pooling follow, qualitatively the same steps as described for the Fourier pathway. Finally, the signals of Fourier and non-Fourier
pathways are combined at level of MT pattern units (L). Our simulation used a vector summation equivalent to the computationally more
complex cosine weighting, inhibitory feedback, and parabolic interpolation. The final output gives the model prediction for the direction of
motion.
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mately linear part for intermediate values and a com-
pression for high contrasts.
2.1.2. Motion computation (Fig. 1HF)
The simplest computation for motion, used in early
models (Reichardt, 1961; van Santen & Sperling, 1984;
Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985)
and still considered to be a necessary input for more
sophisticated circuits, computes motion in one direc-
tion. In the model presented here, the responses of two
neighbouring cells (A and B), with the same orienta-
tion, at times t1 and t2 are correlated by a Reichardt
detector pair3 (Reichardt, 1961; van Santen & Sperling,
1984; Adelson & Bergen, 1985) with output.
Mu9 [R(S)A, t 1 ·R(S)B, t 2R(S)A, t 2 ·R(S)B, t 1]. (4)
u denotes the direction of motion to which the Re-
ichardt detector is tuned, perpendicular to the orienta-
tion of the filters.
2.1.3. Motion unit response nonlinearity (Fig. 1IF)
Physiological recordings (Albrecht & Hamilton,
1982; Sclar, Maunsell & Lennie, 1990), psychophysical
evidence (Stone, Watson & Mulligan, 1990), and com-
putational considerations (Marr, 1982) all suggest that
there should be contrast independence of cells signalling
motion. However, motion computing units, including
those described by the equations above, do exhibit
substantial contrast dependence (Stone, Watson &
Mulligan, 1990). Early models attempted to deal with
this problem (Watson & Ahumada, 1985; Heeger, 1987;
Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992). The interested reader is
referred to Stone, Watson & Mulligan (1990) (p. 1066)
and Wilson, Ferrera & Yo (1992) (p. 92), for a critical
discussion of these early solutions.
The motion units in our model can be made contrast
independent by introducing a feedforward divisive
term. Feedforward mechanisms can be used to calculate
a steady state result without explicitly simulating the
full temporal dynamics. Although easy to incorporate
(Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992), the model presented here
does not simulate these temporal dynamics, but directly
performs the simpler computation of the steady state
result. This is equivalent to the output approached by
the temporal dynamics (see Section 5). In contrast,
feedback terms have been incorporated in other recent
models (Heeger, 1992; Wilson & Humanski, 1993).
Although details may differ, both feedforward and
feedback models generate the desired contrast
normalization.
The feedforward divisive term in our model is calcu-
lated in terms of the sum of simple V1 cells tuned to the
same spatial frequency but different orientations. A
simple divisive term, analogous to that in feedback
models (Heeger, 1992; Wilson & Humanski, 1993), will
normalise the Reichardt correlation (quadratic in the
filter response), and gives the final output of a model
motion detector tuned to motion at u° as:<
Mfinal, uRmax
Mu
m2
%
f
Rf(S)2
=
. (5)
Mu is the response of a motion unit tuned to the same
direction as Mfinal, u. The Rf(S)’s are the responses of
differently oriented input filters. To clarify the equa-
tion, the orientation tuning (f) of the filter responses
has been made explicit. Due to the off-centre contribu-
tions implicitly contained in negative values of Rf(S),
this function is full wave rectified in the above equa-
tion. Mfinal, u is understood to contain a threshold
function which results in a zero response for negative
values and is a linear function for any positive signal.
Rmax and m are constants chosen to match physiological
contrast response functions (Albrecht & Hamilton,
1982; Sclar, Maunsell & Lennie, 1990).
2.1.4. MT component cells (Fig. 1KF)
There is evidence from cell recordings (Movshon,
Adelson, Gizzi & Newsome, 1985; Rodman & Albright,
1989) that there are at least two major classes of
neurons in MT: cells which signal the motion of con-
tours within patterns (component cells) and cells which
signal the motion of whole patterns (pattern cells).
MT component cells are not incorporated as cells with
distinct properties in Wilson, Ferrera & Yo’s (1992)
model. Physiological evidence (Movshon & Newsome,
1996) and computational considerations (anti-aliasing)
suggest that component cells sum input signals from
motion units tuned to the same direction of motion but
located at spatially neighbouring positions. Over what
spatial extent should such a cell pool its inputs? Physio-
logical estimates of receptive field sizes in MT are quite
variable (Raiguel, Van Hulle, Xiao, Marcar & Orban,
1995), and do not isolate direct excitatory input from
V1. Another method is to use the anatomical determina-
tion of the relative area of V1 projecting to an area in
MT (approximately 10:1) (Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983)
and note the relative sizes of V1 layer 4B (Blasdel &
Fitzpatrick, 1984) and average V1 receptive field sizes
(approximately 3:1) (Van Essen, 1984). This suggests a
value of approximately 3:1 in linear dimension for the
ratio of MT component unit to V1 motion detector
receptive fields. Because our unit spacing of 0.56 ·s1
produces overlapping receptive fields, our model compo-
nent cells sum over 55 neighbouring motion units.
3 Emerson, Bergen & Adelson (1992) have provided convincing
electrophysiological evidence that complex cells in cat striate cortex
are best described by a motion energy unit as proposed by Adelson &
Bergen (1985). However, van Santen & Sperling (1985) showed that
with simple elaborations and appropriate choice of filters all the
above motion units produce the same output.
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This produces a linear ratio of 2.2:1 for the model MT
component cells’ to V1 cells’ receptive fields. The sum
over 25 units produces MT component cells with
output
MTcomponent(u)
1
25
%
25
i1
Mfinal, u(i)
n
. (6)
Mfinal,u (i ) denotes the outputs of motion detectors (Eq.
(5)) located at different spatial positions (i ) but tuned
to the same direction of motion.
2.2. Non-Fourier pathway (motion of texture
boundaries)
The non-Fourier pathway in our model has three
qualitative differences from the Fourier pathway. First,
the second stage filters (Fig. 1F) do not operate on the
local contrast differences of the stimulus itself, but on
the squared responses (Fig. 1E) of the initial filters to
the stimulus. Second, this filtering is carried out by
lower spatial frequency filters which are perpendicular
to the orientation of the initial filters. Third, the second
stage filters have opposite polarity: they exhibit off-cen-
tre characteristics. This combination of on-centre high-
frequency filtering, squaring and off-centre
low-frequency filtering has been used to extract texture
boundaries of stationary patterns4. There is an addi-
tional multiplicative factor introduced between the ini-
tial and second stage filters to match the observed
threshold for stationary boundary detection (Wilson &
Richards, 1992). The nonlinearity (Fig. 1G) following
the second stage filters is exactly the same as the one
after the initial filters (Eq. (3)). Motion computation
(Fig. 1HNF) is carried out by the same mechanisms as
in the Fourier pathway. The feedforward term (Eq. (5))
for the motion energy nonlinearity (Fig. 1INF) is now
the sum over second stage filter responses. It will be
shown later that the model second stage filters exhibit a
great deal of similarity with physiologically recorded
cells in V2. Hence, non-Fourier processing may occur
in area V2.
2.3. Combination of Fourier and non-Fourier pathways
2.3.1. MT pattern units (Fig. 1L)
The final stage of the model consists of MT pattern
units. As suggested by Wilson, Ferrera & Yo (1992),
this network contains directionally tuned cells which
combine the inputs from both pathways. MT compo-
nent units using a cosine weighting function. These
interact in a modified ‘winner-take-all’ inhibitory net-
work. Parabolic interpolation of the three surviving
units gives the direction of motion.
The detailed temporal dynamics of this system can be
evaluated by the numerical simulation of a set of
coupled nonlinear differential equations (Wilson, Fer-
rera & Yo, 1992). However, Wilson et al. have shown
that this cosine weighting, inhibitory feedback, and
parabolic interpolation generates a steady state direc-
tion of motion mathematically equal to a simple vector
summation. Our model uses this computationally easier
vector summation to give the final network output, the
steady state direction of motion:
MT

pattern%
u
[MT

component
F (u)a ·MT

component
NF (u)]
n
.
(7)
u indicates the summing over all different directionally
tuned component units for both pathways, Fourier (F)
and non-Fourier (NF). a denotes a weighting factor for
the ratio of Fourier versus non-Fourier component
signals. Note that, as in other models (Heeger, 1987;
Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992), the strength of the final
signal (i.e. the magnitude of the summation vector) is
irrelevant and only the direction of the resultant vector
is significant. Due to this, and because the motion unit
response nonlinearity effectively abolishes contrast de-
pendence, it was not necessary to include nonlinear
response functions for MT cells.
3. Simulation
3.1. Methods
The model simulations were conducted on an Apple
Power Macintosh 7500 using the MATLAB (The
MathWorks) environment. Simulations were based on
lattice spaced matrices, with lattice spacing chosen to be
six times denser than the distance between V1 cells to
avoid sampling artefacts. The initial simulation region
was taken to be 3.5° to prevent truncation artefacts.
The parameters used in this foveal simulation for the
linear V1 filters were: A569.59, B0.333, C
0, s10.098°, s20.294°, s30, sy3.2s1 (Wilson,
1991). This generated a set of filters which showed a
peak sensitivity for a grating of 1.7 cpd oriented along
the preferred direction. For this 1.7 cpd channel the
contrast nonlinearity constants, k and o, were 0.4275
and 0.55 respectively.
There were two parameters for the Reichardt correla-
tion units: the time delay (Dt t2 t1) of the two
signals and the distance (DxAB) between each
pair of cells. Psychophysical experiments suggest a
value of 10 ms for Dt (Wilson, 1985). A pattern discrim-
ination study by Wilson & Gelb (1984) revealed the
spacing between neighbour filters as 0.56 times the
space constant of the main excitatory region (s1). Both
these values are not critical as a change would not
4 The interested reader is referred to (Chubb & Sperling, 1989;
Graham, 1991; Wilson, 1993) for a detailed discussion of this path-
way in pattern and motion vision.
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affect the direction selectivity of the motion detecting
units. A change would only influence the range of
spatial frequencies and speeds over which the units
would correctly signal the direction of motion. Twenty-
four such units correlating the inputs from filter pairs
spaced by 15° covered the whole range of motion
directions at any single location. The motion units’
contrast response function (Eq. (5)) had constants m
and Rmax, both chosen as 1000 to match physiological
data (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Sclar, Maunsell &
Lennie, 1990).
The space constants (s1, s2, s3, sy) were multiplied
by a factor of two to yield the desired lower frequency
tuning for the second stage filters in the non-Fourier
pathway. The receptive field parameter A was multi-
plied by (1) to produce off-centre properties. There
was also an additional multiplicative factor introduced
between the initial and second filters of 0.017. This
factor produced the observed (Wilson & Richards,
1992) threshold of 2.6% for stationary boundary detec-
tion for 16 cpd gratings. The other receptive field
parameters as well as the contrast nonlinearity con-
stants equalled the values for the first stage filters.
Non-Fourier motion energy was extracted using Eq. (4)
with the same time constant Dt but a space constant Dx
twice as large as for Fourier motion units.
Three classes of stimuli were used: stationary termi-
nators, plaids, and moving terminators. The stimuli
were rendered as local contrast functions in two-dimen-
sions. The stationary terminator was oriented vertically
and had a contrast of 1.0. The line width was chosen as
0.25° which equals the width of the centre excitatory
lobe of model simple cells.
Three different types of plaids were tested: a symmet-
ric type I, an asymmetric type I, and a type II plaid. All
three were composed of two cosine gratings of spatial
frequencies 1.7 cpd with an overall contrast of 1.0. The
IOC (physical) direction of motion was always vertical.
Type I plaids have the velocity vectors of the compo-
nent gratings lying on opposite sides of the IOC direc-
tion of motion, type II plaids have them on the same
side. These directions were defined relative to the hori-
zontal. The directions of the two components and
resulting plaid speeds as used by Wilson, Ferrera & Yo
(1992) are shown in Table 1.
All terminator stimuli also had contrast 1.0 and
moved vertically upwards. We tested combinations of
terminator orientations (15–75° from the horizontal),
widths (0.2, 0.25 and 0.3°), and speeds (5 and 12°:s).
The tested widths and speeds represented the central
part of the range over which the 1.7 cpd filter responds
best.
It should be emphasised that, except for the case of
the stationary line segment, the results presented here
are calculations for cells centred at the middle of the
defined stimulus area, i.e. the location of the line-end-
ing. The receptive field size of model MT cells and
hence the effective size of the simulation was approxi-
mately 1.6° due to the spatial pooling carried out by
model MT component cells.
4. Results
To understand how the two pathways cooperate to
signal the direction of motion, the response of first and
second stage filters to stationary terminators were in-
vestigated. As the main part of the study, model predic-
tions were applied to a set of various types of moving
terminators. Before being able to successfully apply the
model to moving stimuli, the one free model parameter,
the relative strength of Fourier and non-Fourier motion
signals, had to be determined. A set of moving plaids as
presented by Wilson, Ferrera & Yo (1992) served to
constrain this parameter.
4.1. Stationary terminators
Consider the responses (Fig. 2B) of a set of model
on-centre simple cells to a vertical terminated line (Fig.
2A).
For simplicity, only cells oriented vertically have
been simulated. The impulse response function (recep-
tive field) of a model cell is pictured in the inset of Fig.
2B. The main part of Fig. 2B shows a contour plot of
model filter responses to the stimulus; the numbers
indicate response strength. The response is largest for
cells centred on the line, far away from the actual
terminator. Closer to the end of the line, the response
decreases due to decreasing activation of the on-centre.
Note that, in these stationary simulations, filter re-
sponses have explicit threshold functions.
As described earlier, an off-centre second stage filter,
oriented orthogonal (horizontally in Fig. 2C, inset) to
the initial filters operates on the squared first stage filter
responses. For a model second stage filter centred on
the line, activation of excitatory surround and in-
hibitory centre are equal and hence there is no response
(Fig. 2C). At the line-ending, the input to centre and
surround of the second stage filter also balance so there
is again no signal. For cells somewhat beyond the
Table 1
Parameters for plaid stimuli
Component gratingPlaid Speed (°:s)
direction (relative to
the horizontal) (°)
1213545Symmetric type I
45Asymmetric type I 157.5 12
18type II 554
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Fig. 2. Model predictions for a stationary terminator. (A) The simulated terminator as a function of spatial position. (B) Contour plot of model
first stage filter responses to the stationary terminator as a function of spatial position at which a filter is centred. For simplicity, only vertically
oriented filters have been used. The inset shows the impulse response function for such a cell. (C) Response of model second stage filters (inset)
to the stationary terminator. The first stage filter responses have been squared before convolution with the perpendicular second stage filter. First
and second stage filters clearly respond to stationary terminators.
line-ending, the positive signal from the surround lobe
exceeds the negative centre, producing a second stage
filter response. As early as this stage, there is reason to
believe that a combination of first and second stage
filter responses might together be sufficient to signal
veridical terminator motion.
4.2. Mo6ing plaids
As discussed above, all but one of the parameters
used in our model are constrained by physiological or
psychophysical measurements. The one free parameter,
a, is the relative strength of the Fourier and non-
Fourier pathway signals at the level of MT pattern
cells.
The plaid stimuli both determined this parameter
and, once this parameter was set, verified that the
model predictions matched well established psycho-
physical measurements. Using the type II plaid, a value
for a0.36 gave the best fit to the psychophysically
obtained perceived direction of motion of 86° (Ferrera
& Wilson, 1990). The two lowest rows in Fig. 3 show
the stimuli and model predictions for the asymmetric
type I and the type II plaid. The left panel displays the
plaid and its IOC direction of motion (arrow). The
middle panel presents model results for component
units of both Fourier and non-Fourier pathways. These
polar plots represent the responses of various direction-
ally tuned units to the moving stimulus. The bold
numbers next to the polar plots indicate the signal
strengths as calculated before weighting and final com-
bination. The arrow in the right panel indicates the
final network output: the computed direction of mo-
tion. The model predictions for the pictured plaids and
for the symmetrical type I case (not shown) closely
match human performance.
4.3. Mo6ing terminators
Fig. 3 shows model predictions for terminated 0.25°
wide lines moving at 12°:s. The line orientations are 15,
30, 45, 60 and 75° from the vertical. The polar plots in
the middle panel indicate model MT component cell
responses as a function of their preferred motion direc-
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Fig. 3.
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tion for Fourier and non-Fourier pathways. The shape
of the polar response plots of the Fourier component
units for all five terminator orientations exhibit a com-
mon shape. The response bandwidth for each orienta-
tion condition is fairly broad without any prominent
peak. This is not surprising because, in contrast to a
grating or a long line, a terminator contains frequencies
at a broad range of angles when decomposed into two
dimensional Fourier components. It should be noted
that for all five conditions the Fourier response curve
shows a slight bias perpendicular to the orientation of
the terminated line. This can be evaluated by consider-
ing the final vector summation over only Fourier path-
ways’ MT component cell responses. This bias is due to
units located on the line itself (generating motion sig-
nals perpendicular to the line orientation) being spa-
tially pooled with signals from units on the terminator.
Consequently, if the Fourier channel was the only
active channel, the model would not accurately signal
the physical (upwards) direction of the line-ending. In
the case of a terminator oriented at 45°, shown in the
third row of Fig. 3, the Fourier signal is as much as 6.5°
away from the vertical. For other terminator condi-
tions, the Fourier bias is even greater. For a terminator
width of 0.2° moving at 12°:s, the direction bias of the
Fourier channel is 12°.
The response polar plots for the non-Fourier units
have a more dominant peak. This peak is always biased
towards the line’s orientation, perpendicular to the bias
of the Fourier component units. This is a consequence
of the perpendicular first and second stage filter orien-
tations. Therefore, the non-Fourier contributions al-
ways shift the final model output towards the veridical
direction. This produces the important result that the
network response on the right panel of Fig. 3 is, in all
five cases, very close to the true physical terminator
motion.
Fig. 4 summarises the calculated simulations. The
graph contains the model predictions of direction of
motion versus terminator orientation, tested for differ-
ent line widths and speeds. Although not shown on the
graph, model simulations for terminators oriented be-
tween 15 and 90° generated similar results. Due to
symmetry with respect to the direction of motion, the
model can be successfully applied to any arbitrary
orientation. All results clearly lie within 5° of the true
direction. Such biases of less than 5° are consistent with
psychophysical measurements using plaids (Ferrera &
Wilson, 1990) and line segments and corners (Ben-Av &
Shiffrar, 1995).
5. Discussion
The results above show that the outputs of our
simple cell based motion model match the physical
direction of motion for unambiguously translating ter-
minators. Several authors (Shimojo, Silverman &
Nakayama, 1989; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1993;
Lorenceau, Shiffrar, Wells & Castet, 1993) proposed
that end-stopped cells are necessary for computing the
veridical motion of features such as terminators. The
presented results disprove this proposal.
5.1. Comparison with models using classical
end-stopped cells
The present result does not, of course, disprove the
logical possibility that a model using classical end-
stopped cells could signal the veridical direction of
translating terminators. It can be easily shown, how-
ever, that such a model would have several disadvan-
tages compared to a model using simple cells. The most
straightforward structure for a feature motion model
would be constructed starting with a set of end-stopped
cells each tuned to a different orientation at every
spatial location. This array of cells would be sufficient
to signal the orientation and position of stationary
line-endings. To compute the two-dimensional direction
of motion, each of these end-stopped cells would need
to feed into a motion detector similar to a Reichardt
unit. To sample all possible directions for arbitrarily
oriented terminators, each end-stopped cell would have
to be correlated with a set of similar oriented units,
each located in a different direction. Such an array of
end-stopped cells feeding motion detectors would cer-
tainly be able to signal the veridical two-dimensional
direction of terminator motion. However, the wiring
between these end-stopped cells would be much more
complex and the arrangement of motion detecting units
Fig. 3. Model predictions for moving terminators and plaids. The left panel shows the stimulus and its physical direction of motion. The middle
panel plots the responses as a function of preferred motion direction for both pathways’ component units. The bold numbers indicate the radial
co-ordinate scale for the signals’ strength before weighting. The arrow in the right panel plots the final model output, the direction of motion, at
the level of MT pattern units. Plaids : the two lower rows present two of the plaids tested to derive the one free model parameter. In the case of
a asymmetrical type I plaid the model output gives the IOC direction (upwards) and for a type II plaid a slight bias away from the IOC. Both
results match human performance. Terminators : the stimuli tested here were terminated 0.25° wide lines moving upwards (arrow) at 12°:s. The
line orientations were, from top to bottom, 75, 60, 4s, 30 and 15° relative to the horizontal. The shape of the response polar plots for Fourier
and non-Fourier component units exhibit a common bias for all five terminator orientations. For the Fourier units there is a broad bandwidth
with a slight bias perpendicular to the line orientation. In the case of the non-Fourier units, the peak in the response curve is always biased
towards the line’s orientation. Neither of the pathways alone would signal the veridical direction of motion, however the combined network
response on the right hand panel is, in all five cases, very close to the true physical terminator motion.
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Fig. 4. Model predictions of direction of motion for different terminator orientations, widths, and speeds. For all tested terminators the direction
of motion was vertically upwards (90°). Line contrast was always 1.0. The horizontal axis plots the line orientation from horizontal as depicted
in the icons above the graph. For the range of tested terminator conditions the predicted bias is always less than 5°.
much denser than that for the simple cell fed Reichardt
detectors used in our model5. Hence, besides the advan-
tage of parsimony (not requiring the additional popula-
tion of end-stopped cells), a supportive argument for
our model is that of simplicity (requiring far fewer
connections and motion detectors).
It is possible to argue that a model might be con-
structed using fewer end-stopped cells than suggested
above. Some previous proposals (Shimojo, Silverman &
Nakayama, 1989; Lorenceau, Shiffrar, Wells & Castet,
1993) are not explicit about the arrangement of end-
stopped cells. In the model outlined by Van den Berg &
Noest (1993), several differently oriented end-stopped
cells are employed to signal each direction of motion.
The responses of these end-stopped motion detectors
are summed together with the output of simple cell
based Reichardt detectors to compute one dimensional
directions of motion. Although not directly stated, it
appears that a similarly large number of cells would
have to be incorporated as in the hypothetical model
outlined in the paragraph above.
What might be the computational role of end-
stopped cells? The distinction between end-stopped and
end-free cells was first suggested by Hubel & Wiesel
(1968) with end-stopping postulated to explain feature
detection in pattern perception. Subsequently, end-
stopped cells have been widely used in models to com-
pute different properties of stationary objects.
End-stopped cells have been considered to be an inte-
gral part of models for curvature estimation (Dobbins,
Zucker & Cynader, 1987), contour perception (Von der
Heydt, Peterhans & Baumgartner, 1984), and occlusion
(Heitger, Rosenthaler, Von der Heydt, Peterhans &
Kubler, 1992). These models differ in the way end-stop-
ping is simulated and in the way this information is
subsequently used to compute the desired object fea-
tures. All these models underline the importance of
end-stopped cells in pattern perception, none of them is
concerned with motion. Despite the fact that parsimony
and complexity are arguments against end-stopped mo-
tion models, the authors want to emphasise that this
does not exclude the possibility that end-stopped cells
as found in the visual cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968;
Burkhalter & Van Essen, 1986; Gilbert, 1977; Dobbins,
Zucker & Cynader, 1987; Tanaka, Ohzawa, Ramoa &
Freeman, 1987; Orban, 1991) are in fact used for some
aspects of motion processing. Our results, however,
question the necessity of using such cells in feature
motion models.
5.2. Comparison of model second stage filters with
physiology
The mathematical operations (first stage filtering,
rectification, second stage filtering) performed in non-
Fourier processing give the model second stage filters
the appearance of end-stopping. The appearance of
end-stopping (i.e. responses first increase and then de-
crease as a function of stimulus length) is due to the
second stage filters being orthogonal to the first stage
filters. This can easily be demonstrated by taking a
different perspective on Fig. 2, revealing the response of
a single cell as a function of stimulus length. Fig. 2,
originally drawn to portray the responses of an ensem-
ble of cells to a bar of fixed length, may alternatively be
interpreted as the response of a single cell to bars of
different lengths. Moving along the vertical in Fig. 2B
5 This can be demonstrated as follows: Assuming cells spaced in
15° increments, 24 end-stopped cells would be required to sample all
orientations. Each of these would have to be correlated with 24
nearby located partners to sample all directions, giving a total of 576
motion detectors. In our model, for both pathways, Fourier and
non-Fourier, 12 symmetrical cells were used which were locally
correlated by only 24 motion detectors, giving a total of 48 motion
detectors producing a reduction in complexity by a factor of 12.
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and C becomes equivalent to displaying responses to line
segments of different lengths. Fig. 2B shows the response
to be a monotonic function of stimulus length for a model
simple cell which matches physiological recordings. In
contrast, model second stage filters (Fig. 2C) exhibit a
peak in the stimulus length response function. Such a
non-monotonic response function is one aspect com-
monly attributed to end-stopped cells.
Hence, second stage filters designed to be responsive
to texture boundaries exhibit a non-monotonic lengths
response curve. However, these second stage filters
should not be confused with what are commonly under-
stood to be end-stopped cells. In particular, the usual
end-stopped cells will not show the strong response to
texture boundaries that these second stage filters do.
Thus, despite exhibiting end-stopping behaviour (in the
sense of a non-monotonic length response curve) our
model second stage filters are certainly not the classical
end-stopped cells invoked by previous models of feature
motion (Shimojo, Silverman & Nakayama, 1989; Gross-
berg & Mingolla, 1993; Lorenceau, Shiffrar, Wells &
Castet, 1993).
Given this distinction between our model second stage
filters and classical end-stopped cells, can we make a clear
attribution of second stage filter properties to observed
physiological populations of cells? There is extensive
evidence for decreases in responses to long lines for cells
in V1 (Schiller, Finlay & Volman, 1976; Gilbert, 1977;
Dobbins, Zucker & Cynader, 1987; Orban, 1991). How-
ever, early studies of end-stopping in V1 cells used
luminance bars and did not look at responses to non-
Fourier stimuli such as texture boundaries. Thus, the
question of whether these cells were more similar to
classical end-stopped model cells or to our second stage
filters was not addressed. The first study to explicitly look
at responses to texture boundaries (Von der Heydt,
Peterhans & Baumgartner, 1984) confirmed the view that
V1 cells do not respond to texture boundaries and hence
should not be identified with our second stage filters.
However, it should be noted that there is conflicting
evidence from different studies about the ability of cells
in area V1 to signal texture boundaries (Von der Heydt,
Peterhans & Baumgartner, 1984; Grosof, Shapley &
Hawken, 1993). Unfortunately, these cells tested for
length summation to discriminate end-stopping proper-
ties.
End-stopping properties have been recorded from cells
in area V2 (Burkhalter & Van Essen, 1986). However, as
in the early V1 studies, responses to texture boundaries
were not tested. Thus, it remains an open question as to
whether the V2 end-stopped cells found by Burkhalter
and Van Essen would respond to texture boundaries, as
our second stage filters would.
In another study of neurons in monkey area V2, cells
were found which showed sensitivity to texture
boundaries (Von der Heydt, Peterhans & Baumgartner,
1984). The cells showed spatial pooling properties and
the responses were usually strongest when the texture
boundary was induced by lines orthogonal to the
boundary rather than obliquely oriented. Most of the
cells could be classified as complex. Both end-stopped
and end-free cells were found. Thus, the subpopulation
of these cells exhibiting end-stopped behaviour have
properties predicted by the model second stage filters.
They are sensitive to the orientation of anomalous
contours, could be classified as complex due to the
squaring operation, do exhibit spatial pooling, and show
a peak response for gratings with orientations orthogonal
to the texture boundary. The latter feature is caused by
the orthogonal orientation of the second filters compared
to the first. Therefore the cells in V2, in an anatomically
appropriate position, also exhibit the properties pre-
dicted for second stage filters6. Burkhalter & Van Essen
(1986 found only a small minority of cells in V2 to be
direction selective. Hence, although V2 is an attractive
candidate for second stage filters, it appears that non-
Fourier motion units should be assigned to area MT.
In any case, whether model second stage filters are
located in V1 or V2 would not affect model predictions.
Thus, the location of the second stage filters is secondary
to, and should not be confused with the main point that
our model’s second stage filters are different from the
classical end-stopped cells commonly used by other
models.
5.3. Model predictions and elaborations
An unexpected result of our explicit modelling is its
sensitivity to the pooling size of component cells in MT.
Comparing model predictions for different pooling sizes,
we find that only for a pooling size approximately
equalling the ratio predicted from physiological and
anatomical measurements (Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983;
Blasdel & Fitzpatrick, 1984; Van Essen, 1984), would
network outputs give the correct direction for terminator
motion. This is true for the 2.2:1 linear ratio produced
by our pooling over five nearest neighbours. Increasing
the size by as little as a factor of two would introduce
a strong bias away from the veridical direction of motion.
This results from a large shift in the Fourier pathway’s
output producing a final bias in the direction perpendic-
ular to the line orientation. Changing the value of a
would not uniformly compensate for this shift across all
stimulus conditions.
Our model makes an interesting prediction for short
stimulus presentations (5100 ms) of terminators. Com-
pared to the parallel Fourier channel, the non-Fourier
pathway incorporates two additional steps: squaring and
6 Note that some similarities were first reported by Wilson, Ferrera
& Yo (1992).
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a second filtering stage. These two operations require
additional time and it follows that the signal from both
pathways would not arrive at the pattern unit level at the
same time. Rather, the non-Fourier inputs would be
time-delayed. This time-delay has been found to be
approximately 60 ms (Yo & Wilson, 1992a). Although
we did not simulate the temporal dynamics explicitly, it
is reasonable to assume that the bias during the initial
period would approximately equal the output of the
Fourier pathway alone. This bias, as indicated above,
can be as large as 12° for terminators. This prediction for
brief terminator presentations remains to be verified
psychophysically. Yo & Wilson (1992a) in experiments
on plaids, and Lorenceau, Shiffrar, Wells & Castet
(1993) in experiments on line segments, have shown, for
these stimuli, the duration of stimulus presentation
influences motion perception.
So far, our model can use any arbitrary pattern as
input but incorporates only one spatial frequency chan-
nel. The patterns we used in our simulation, therefore,
had widths corresponding to the preferred spatial fre-
quency of this channel. It would be a straightforward
modification to replicate the model to include other
spatial frequency channels. Differently tuned filters
would then signal the motion of terminators of different
widths and speeds. Such a multi-channel model might
include interactions between different frequency selective
channels as have been used in analogous plaid models
(Yo & Wilson, 1992b). This model could then be tested
for the whole range of visible line widths and speeds.
In common with many previously suggested models,
our motion model is not a complete model for motion
processing. On one hand there are phenomena which
have not explicitly been simulated but could be ac-
counted for by our model. One example of these include
transparency which, as indicated by Wilson & Kim
(1994), should produce a bimodal distribution on the
level of MT pattern cells. On the other hand, other
aspects of motion perception such as the influence of
disparity, motion in depth (three dimensional motion),
motion segmentation, or motion of extended objects,
would require more extensive modifications of our
model. We would also like to emphasise that other
classes of motion models exist based on the computation
of long range motion using feature correspondence
(Ullman, 1979) and computational strategies for feature
tracking (Lu & Sperling, 1995; Bowns, 1996). Perhaps
end-stopped cells play a role in these models.
Whatever modifications or additions need to be made,
our conclusions should remain unchanged: a simple cell
based model for the local computation of motion will,
in addition to modelling the motion of gratings and
plaids, generate veridical directions of motion for fea-
tures. Consequently, we have disproved the common
assumption that end-stopped cells are necessary for
computing terminator motion.
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